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WHICH DEVICES ON YOUR

DIGITAL PLATFORM ? 



The objectives of platforms

Generate interaction and sharing

Build confidence and credibility 

Engage and challenge the crowd

Case studies and examples
Presentation of different devices to

achieve the desired objectives

through concrete cases.
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Our approach
Each chapter refers to existing devices playing on one individual

motivation and thus stimulating the user in a particular direction. More

specifically, we present a specific objective and propose devices 

 helping to achieve it more easily. 

Our goal
Through this guide, our ambition is to give you an idea of some

potential devices to reach your desired goal. 

Our starting point
As an entrepreneur or manager of online platforms, you often have

specific goals to achieve. You would like to create a community around

your project or make your business more legitimate ... The question is :

How to do it? 
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EPRACO Project is an Anticipate project funded by Innoviris. 

 Conducted through a collaboration between UCLouvain and

ULB and supported by Hub.brussels, the objective of the

project is to understand what the collaborative practices of

entrepreneurs are and how we can foster these existing forms

of collaboration.

 

In this context, one of our research interests was to identify

the socio-technical devices used on online collaborative

platforms and better understand how these devices

stimulate collaboration, or even collective intelligence. Thus,

we realized a study of platforms promoting  knowledge

sharing, but also crowdfunding, entrepreneurial support

and networking.

About the project
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For our study, we chose 30 collaborative platforms:                                        

Methodology & Data

1
Identify the devices
On the different platforms, we identified the

socio-technical devices composing the pages of

the website. 

2
Categorize with codes
 We associated the devices with their

corresponding function  and with the potential

effects they can stimulate. 

7  platforms of crowdfunding  

11 platforms of crowdsourcing

12 platforms of networking



 

About 
the objectives

Generate interaction and sharing
This objective refers to the fact of bringing together a community

of users on the platform and therefore bring them to exchange,

interact, develop an identity or even, collaborate. 

Build confidence and credibility
This is the objective of platforms seeking to inform the users

about their credibility and legitimacy in order to encourage them to

consume their products or services. 

Engage and challenge the crowd
This objective refers to the resolution of challenges by users. It

can be targeted to encourage the participation on the platform or

to create more dynamics on the website.  



CHAPTERS
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Chapters structure

Contextualization and examples 

Some helpful suggestions of devices



CHAPTER I
If you want to generate interaction and sharing
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Focus on the objective

Generate interaction and sharing
For some platforms, it may be important to get users to

exchange, interact and share different resources with

each other. 

 

This is particularly the case for platforms aiming to

strengthen a community around their product or

service. In this case, it is essential that users have space

to share and develop relationships. 
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If you need concrete examples



Edgeryders

Edgeryders is a community of
changemakers. The objective is to bring
together individuals to reflect on
different issues. Their central mission
is to co-create projects that provide
self-sustaining solutions. 

Edgeryders stimulates a lot of

exchanges and interactions between

users. Our analysis highlighted a large

number of contributions in the many

discussion forums. 



Enspiral

Enspiral is a community testing new
ways of working with trust and
respect. Their mission is to support
different types of projects and
initiatives. 

The strength of Enspiral is the
concentration of its activity around its
community through exchanges and
regular collective work. 



MakeSense
MakeSense aims to build a more

inclusive and sustainable

society. It is a horizontal and

dynamic ecosystem that brings

together citizens, entrepreneurs

and organizations from public and

private sectors.

 

MakeSense is a good example of

user engagement. Indeed, the

platform brings together

thousands of  users and leads

them to realize concrete actions

at a local level.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/entraideentrepreneurs
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Offer a personal space 

Some helpful suggestions of devices

To stimulate interaction, it is essential that each

user has a personal account in order to have some

form of identity on the platform. This allows to

identify and therefore, like, comment or share

something. This is a necessary precondition for

any form of interaction.
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Integrate discussion spaces

Some helpful suggestions of devices

To exchange, discussion spaces are required.

Whether comment spaces or news feeds, it is

essential that these devices are integrated in

several areas  through the platform. This gives

more opportunities for the user to interact.
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Propose a blog or a magazine

Some helpful suggestions of devices

Some platforms create spaces dedicated to

sharing various information (blog or magazine).

Their particularity is the possibility to react to 

 articles or to publish some contributions. In

addition, that gives credibility to the platform since  

it shows a certain expertise in a particular field.



CHAPTER II
If you want to build confidence and credibility
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Focus on the objective

Build confidence and credibility
Although this goal is more important for some types of

platforms than others, it is important for any activity.

By strengthening credibility and increasing user trust,

a platform can more easily achieve its goals. 

 

For example, if the purpose of the platform is to

engage citizens in a specific cause, it must build a level

of trust so that the citizen is willing to give his time for

that cause.
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If you need concrete examples



Ashoka
Ashoka is a network of actors focused on

entrepreneurship and social innovation.

Its mission is to encourage different

initiatives that can positively impact our

society. This is an inspiring example, as

Ashoka has succeeded in engaging

thousands of people around its cause.

 

The various contents proposed by the

platform are interesting to strengthen

credibility. Indeed, Ashoka illustrates its

activity by sharing figures or content about

the results of its activities. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/entraideentrepreneurs
https://www.facebook.com/groups/entraideentrepreneurs


KickStarter

KickStarter is a crowdfunding

platform that seeks to raise funds

for creative projects. The platform

helps artists bring their ideas to life. It

is also an inspiring example by the

number of users committed (billions

of dollars around thousands of

projects).

 

On KickStarter, the trust of users is

reinforced through various device

such as: testimonials, data and

statistics, blog or press space. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/entraideentrepreneurs


Some helpful suggestions of devices

Share users' testimony

By sharing feedbacks or other success

stories, the platform obviously reinforces its

credibility. Indeed, it shows that other people

have tested the platform and  this

experience has  allowed them to reach an

objective.



Some helpful suggestions of devices

Integrate some photos  

It is important to develop a feeling of social

presence (the impression of not being alone

on the platform). This can be done, for

example, by adding profile photos or sharing

pictures of events organized by the

platform. It is essential to bring this "human"

face to the platform.



Some helpful suggestions of devices

Share some quantitative data

To strengthen user trust, some platforms

present figures indicating the number of

members, activities, money collected or

generated. They also provide dates on the

major milestones that have marked their

development. 



CHAPTER III
If you want to engage and challenge the crowd
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Focus on the objective

Engage and challenge the crowd

Getting a crowd to work together is not easy.
Within this framework, it is important to find a
balance between a logic of cooperation and
competition, that is to say putting the users in
coopetition. In this case, the platforms use
gamification devices conducting the users in a
logic of game and challenge.



If you need concrete examples



Kaggle

Kaggle is a platform for computer

experts. The objective is to give

access to data and codes for

scientific works,   offer micro-

courses and provide self-help

forums. 

 

Kaggle gathers users and

challenge them around different

competitions. The level of

participation is very high. In other

words, the platform succeeded in

engaging the crowd.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/entraideentrepreneurs


Hyvecrowd

 

HyveCrowd brings together talents and experts around competitions to find

innovative and sustainable solutions for companies. The strength of this

platform is to stimulate users engagement in different challenges by playing on

the logic of amusement. It is therefore an inspiring example to encourage the

contribution of the crowd.

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/entraideentrepreneurs


Some helpful suggestions of devices

In general, platforms play on gamification logics to
encourage user participation. In other words, the 
 users have to  take steps, win challenges and
receive rewards in return.
 
A balance must be found between extrinsic

motivations (material and symbolic rewards) and

intrinsic motivations (pleasure inherent in the

activity). 



Some helpful suggestions of devices

Play on the visualization of progression

Progress bars are used to visualize the state of

achievement of a specific task.Therefore, this

device plays on the need of the user to feel

competent. So, seeing that he has completed a

step, it motivates her/him to continue the action.



Some helpful suggestions of devices

Offer material rewards

It can be interesting to offer material rewards

(gifts, money, etc.) to motivate the users. For

example, we observe this practice when the

engagement requires a high level of expertise

or when the tasks are repetitive. 



Some helpful suggestions of devices

Offer symbolic rewards

In this case, we think about rewards such as 

 badges or points offered to the users. There

are also leaderboard or ranking scales of the

best contributors, for example. This type of

rewards motivates the user by playing on his

need for social recognition.
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